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on Non-Cooperation in the Model of Privately Provided 

Public Goods 

 
 
 

Abstract:  We examine the effects of greed and fear on non-cooperation in public-goods 
experiments.  Our experimental evidence shows that the levels of cooperation in the no-fear 
and greed-and-fear treatments are the same, suggesting that eliminating the motivation of fear 
does not help contributions.  Furthermore, the levels of cooperation in the no-greed and 
no-greed-and-no-fear conditions are the same, and both are higher than those in the no-fear 
and greed-and-fear conditions.  This finding suggests that depriving subjects’ motivation of 
greed raises contributions and that greed as compared with fear is a more important factor in 
explaining subjects’ non-cooperative behavior. 
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摘要：我們檢驗貪婪和懼怕兩動機在私人捐獻公共財模型中對實驗對象不合作行為的影

響。我們的實驗證據顯示，在無懼怕和有貪婪有懼怕兩個處理中的合作水準相同，建議

消除懼怕的動機無法增進合作。此外，在無貪婪與無貪婪無懼怕兩個處理中的合作水準

相同，且都高於無懼怕與有貪婪有懼怕兩個處理中的合作水準，此一發現建議剝奪實驗

對象的貪婪動機可以提高捐獻，而且與懼怕的動機相較，貪婪較能解釋實驗對象的不合

作行為。 
 

關鍵詞：實驗，貪婪，懼怕，不合作 

JEL分類:  C91, H41, C71 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many situations individual decisions affect not only the decisions makers’ well-being, 

but also other people’s outcome.  Private provision of public goods is an example.  An 

individual’s voluntary contributions to the public goods will increase not only his own public 

good consumption, but also the amount of public goods available to other people.  However, 

since the private consumption of the person who contributes also reduces, the Nash 

equilibrium predicts that the level of contributions will be below the Pareto efficient level.1 

A large number of experimental studies have investigated the reasons that cause 

non-cooperation.  Greed and fear are two motivations that have attracted a broad discussion 

to date.  Experimental studies on the effects of greed and fear on non-cooperation usually 

employ a framework in which contributions to public goods are discrete or a threshold is 

imposed on the provision of public goods.  In a mechanism of discrete contributions 

individuals can only choose between several alternatives and in most experiments the choice 

is binary, that is, the individual can only choose between giving-all or not giving at all.  On 

the other hand, when a threshold is imposed, the public good is provided if and only if total 

contributions reach the threshold.  We can see how the motivations of greed and fear occur 

in the climate with a threshold.  The motivation of greed is present if one expects that 

enough contributions will be made and therefore there is no need for him to contribute.  If 

instead one expects that not enough contributions will be made even including his own 

contributions, then the best strategy for him is not to contribute at all. 

Existing literature compares the level of contributions under the condition of no-greed 

and the level of contribution under the condition of no-fear to determine whether greed or 

fear is the more important reason for defection.  The no-greed condition can be manipulated 

by enforcing contribution when total contributions excluding one’s share reach the threshold.  

Likewise, the no-fear condition can be created by refunding one’s contribution if the public 

good eventually fails to be provided.  Under these settings, if contributions are significantly 

higher in the no-greed condition than in the no-fear condition, then greed is a more important 

reason causing non-cooperation, and vice versa. 

                                                 
1 For the theoretical examinations of the Nash equilibrium, one can refer to Warr (1982) and Bergstrom, Blume, 
and Varian (1986). 
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Conclusions from experimental studies are generally inconsistent and unresolved.  

Rapoport and Levy (1989) used a group size of five and imposed a threshold of three-fifths, 

that is, the public good was provided if at least three out of five group members cooperate.  

They found that greed had more impact on non-cooperation than fear.  In a common 

resource game with endogenous threshold levels, Poppe and Utens (1986) used a group size 

of six and found a similar result that greed was more important than fear in non-cooperation.  

In a two-person prisoners’ dilemma game (so players had only two choices: cooperation and 

defection), Ahn et al. (2001) also found that greed was more important than fear in 

non-cooperation.  Komorita, Sweney, and Kravitz (1980) manipulated a binary choice 

mechanism, but eliminated the threshold.  They also concluded that greed might be more 

important than fear.  Dawes, Simmons, and van de Kragt (1986) used a group size of seven 

in single-shot public goods games.  They found that when thresholds were 3/7 and 5/7, there 

was no significant difference between contributions in the standard dilemma and the 

money-back (no-fear) dilemma, while contributions were higher in the enforced contribution 

(no-greed) dilemma than those in the standard dilemma.  In the analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), they also found that threshold did not produce a significant main effect, and its 

interaction with the three conditions (standard, money-back, enforced contributions) was not 

significant.  Their finding might also imply that greed was more important than fear in 

non-cooperation, though they did not manipulate the statistical analyses explicitly in this 

case. 

Not all experimental studies agreed with the conclusion above.  Liebrand, Wilke, Vogel, 

and Wolters (1986) investigated cooperation in three different types of N-person social 

dilemma games:  the Prisoner’s Dilemma (NPD), the Chicken Dilemma (NCD), and the 

Trust Dilemma (NTD).  Subjects in groups of eight played the game for eight rounds and 

they could only choose between cooperation and defection.  Both NCD and NTD were 

threshold social dilemmas.  The no-fear condition was constructed in a NCD with the payoff 

for the strategy of cooperation being a horizontal function, and the no-greed condition was 

formatted in a NTD with a reverse pattern of payoff functions.  They found that defection 

was higher in NPD than in NCD and NTD, and was higher in NCD than in NTD.  However, 

the difference was not significant and thereby they concluded that fear and greed were 

equally important.  Bruins, Liebrand, and Wilke (1989) asked subjects to play a social 

dilemma game in groups of eight and incorporated high and low levels of greed and fear.  
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They also found that greed and fear were equally important.  Poppe and Zwikker (1996) 

consider the motives of greed and fear on cooperation under various threshold levels:  from 

10% of the group endowments to 90% of the group endowments.  They showed that 

whether the level of greed or fear was higher depended on the percentage of cooperative 

choices required.  In addition, no significant main effect of threshold level was found, but 

the interaction effect of the threshold level and motives was significant. 

Two observations are raised from the above studies:  First, most studies imposed a 

threshold on public goods provision, and the selection of thresholds was ad hoc and varied 

across different studies.  Second, all the studies on greed and fear mentioned above 

employed a discrete contribution mechanism, and most of them allowed only binary choices.  

Nonetheless, neither threshold nor discrete choice is necessary for framing the motives of 

greed and fear.  In this paper, we seek to reexamine the effects of greed and fear on 

non-cooperation in the public goods provision game by using a framework without thresholds 

and allowing for continuous contributions.  We use four treatments (the treatment of greed 

and fear, the treatment of no greed the treatment of no fear, and the treatment of no greed and 

no fear) to separate the motivations of greed and fear and try to observe which one leads to 

higher non-cooperation.  The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 provides 

the experimental design.  Experimental results and statistical analyses are reported in 

Section 3.  Section 4 concludes. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

We employ a linear public-good design in our experiments.  This design was first 

introduced by Marwell and Ames (1981) and has been adopted by many subsequent 

researchers.  There are four conditions in this study: the greed-and-fear condition (G&F), 

the no-greed condition (NoG), the no-fear condition (NoF), and the no-greed-and-no-fear 

condition (NoG&NoF).  Subjects were randomly assigned to groups of two and played the 

voluntary contribution game for 15 rounds.  Group components remained unchanged in all 

15 rounds, but subjects did not know who their partners were.  Subjects were each endowed 

with 20 coins per round were instructed to invest their endowments between the object X (the 

private good) and object Y (the public good).  One coin invested in X earned the subject $1  
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and one coin invested in Y earned both himself and his partner $0.7.  Denote ix  as the 

amount of coins that subject i invested in X and ig  (= ix−20 ) as the amount of coins that he 

invested in Y.  The subject’s payoff per round is written as )(7.0 21 ggxP ii ++= . 

In the G&F treatment, subjects were informed additionally that his earnings from Y 

could be interpreted as )(7.0$)(7.0$ jiii gggg −−+ .  The first component is the earnings 

from Y if both group members invested the same amount of coins in Y.  The second 

component explains the motivations of greed and fear.  If subject i invested more coins in 

Y than did subject j, then his earnings from Y was reduced by )(7.0$ ji gg − .  This gives 

the subjects the impression of fear if they invest more coins in Y as compared with their 

partners.  By contrast, if subject i invested fewer coins in Y than did subject j, then his 

earnings from Y was increased by )(7.0$ ji gg −−  or )(7.0$ ij gg − .  This provides the 

subjects with the motivation of greed. 

In the NoG treatment, besides the earnings from X and Y, there is a reduction in earnings 

if the subject turned out to invest fewer coins in Y than did his partner.  We explained to the 

subjects that ig7.0$  is the earnings for themselves and their partners from their investment 

in Y, and likewise jg7.0$  is the earnings for their partners’ and themselves from their 

partners’ investment in Y.  If ji gg < , then the earnings that the subject brought his partner 

were less than the earnings that his partner brought him.  If instead the subject invested the 

same amount of coins in Y as his partner did, then his earnings from Y would be increased by 

)(7.0$ ij gg − , but his earnings from X would be reduced by )(1$ ij gg − .  As a result, his 

earnings would be reduced by )(1$ ij gg − )(7.0$ ij gg −− )(3.0$ ij gg −= .  In other words, 

the subject earned extra earnings )(3.0$ ij gg −  by investing fewer coins in Y as compared 

with his partner.  To eliminate the incentive to give less because of greed, )(3.0$ ij gg −  

was subtracted from the payoffs of those subjects who invested fewer coins in Y than did 

their partners.  The payoffs for those subjects who gave more than their partners did were 

iP .  Therefore, subjects still had an incentive to give less than their partners did because of 

fear. 
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Payoffs in the NoF treatment were adjusted similarly, but now an extra amount of money 

was added to the payoffs for those subjects who invested more coins in Y than their partners 

did.  Subjects were informed that instead of investing more coins in Y, if they invested the 

same amount of coins in Y as their partners did, then their earnings from Y would be reduced 

by )(7.0$ ji gg − , but their earnings from X would be increased by )(1$ ji gg − .  As a 

result, their earnings could be increased by )(1$ ji gg − )(7.0$ ji gg −− )(3.0$ ji gg −= .  In 

other words, the subjects lost )(3.0$ ji gg −  by investing more coins in Y as compared with 

their partner.  To remove the incentive to give less because of fear, )(3.0$ ji gg −  was 

added to the payoffs for those subjects who turned out to invest more coins in Y than did their 

partners.  For those subjects who gave less than their partners did, their payoffs remained as 

iP .  As a consequence, subjects still had an incentive to give less because of greed. 

Finally, in the NoG&NoF treatment, motivations of greed and fear were eliminated.  

Subjects were informed that if they invested more coins in Y than their partners did, than an 

extra amount of money )(3.0$ ji gg −  would be added to their payoffs.  If instead they 

invested fewer coins in Y than their partners did, then )(3.0$ ij gg −  would be subtracted 

from their payoffs. 

Two experiments were run under each of the above treatments.  Table 1 illustrated the 

details associated with these eight experiments.  We recruited undergraduate students who 

were taking intermediate economic courses at National Chengchi University (NCCU) and 

National Taiwan University (NTU) as our subjects.  None of the subjects had ever 

participated in any public goods experiments in the past.  Since the payoff schemes in our 

experiments are rather complicated as compared with those in existing public goods 

experiments, we asked subjects to calculate the payoffs in two questions after they finished 

making the decisions in all 15 rounds.  Only 4 out of 170 subjects answered incorrectly. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 1 reports the contribution rate per round in four treatments.  The contribution 

rate is defined as the total amount of points allocated to the public good divided by the total 
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endowments.  The first thing to note is that contribution rates started quite close in all four 

treatments, ranging from the lowest 48.3% in NoF to the highest 56% in NoG&NoF.  These 

contribution rates are similar to those in existing public goods experiments.  Second, the 

levels of contributions in G&F and NoF are similar in most rounds except several rounds in 

the middle.  The similarity in the levels of contributions is even more obvious in NoG and 

NoG&NoF.  Third, except several rounds in the middle in G&F, the levels of contributions 

in G&F and NoF seemed to remain quite smooth in most rounds before the sharp drop in the 

final round.  By contrast, contributions in NoG and NoG&NoF rose steadily.  Though 

contributions in the final round also dropped, but were less sharply than those in G&F and 

NoF. 

We use group average contributions as observations in our statistical analysis.  Table 2 

reports the results of the two-sided Mann-Whitney rank-sum tests between any two 

comparable treatments.  Let us start with the contributions in the first round.  The 

Mann-Whitney test statistics show that the first-round contributions between any two 

comparable treatments are the same.  A Kruskal-Wallis test also shows that the first-round 

contributions in all four treatments are the same.  However, the differences between these 

four treatments occur as subjects playing more rounds.  As can be seen from Table 2, 

contributions differ significantly only between NoG and G&F by looking at the first 10 

rounds.  Nevertheless, if we look at rounds 11 through 15, the end round, or the whole 15 

rounds, then we can observe that besides between NoG and G&F, the difference in 

contributions also occurs between NoG&NoF and NoF. 

Let us now take a deeper look at the statistical results in Table 2.  Observe first that 

there exists no difference between contributions in G&F and NoF.  This finding suggests 

that eliminating the motivation of fear but retaining the motivation of greed does not help 

contributions.  Furthermore, contributions in NoG and NoG&NoF are the same, implying 

that depriving the motivation of fear does not improve contributions.   

Additional evidence can be observed by comparing the levels of contributions in NoG 

with those in G&F, and the levels of contributions in NoG&NoF with those in NoF.  A 

one-sided Mann-Whitney rank-sum test shows that contributions in NoG are significantly 

higher that those in G&F, indicating that retaining the motivation of fear but eliminating the 
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motivation of greed increases contributions.  This result suggests that greed is a reason that 

causes subjects’ non-cooperative behavior.  Consistent evidence can be observed by 

comparing the levels of contributions in NoG&NoF and those in NoF.  A one-sided 

Mann-Whitney rank-sum test shows that contributions in NoG&NoF are significantly higher 

that those in NoF.  This result suggests that if subjects have no fear but greed to give less, 

depriving the motivation of greed does increases contributions.  All of these results suggest 

that greed rather fear is an more important factor in explaining subjects’ non-cooperative 

behavior. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We examine the effects of greed and fear on non-cooperation in public-goods 

experiments.  Unlike existing experimental studies that frame the motivations of greed and 

fear in threshold public goods models, here we impose no threshold.  Our experimental 

evidence shows that the levels of cooperation in the no-fear and greed-and-fear treatments are 

the same, suggesting that eliminating the motivation of fear does not help contributions.  

Furthermore, the levels of cooperation in the no-greed and no-greed-and-no-fear conditions 

are the same, and both are higher than those in the no-fear and greed-and-fear conditions.  

This finding suggests that depriving subjects’ motivation of greed raises contributions and 

that greed as compared with fear is a more important factor in explaining subjects’ 

non-cooperative behavior. 
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Table 1. The Framework of the Experiments 

Experiments time place 

The number 
of subjects 
participated 

the 
experiment 

The number of 
subjects who 

answered 
questions 
correctly 

Average 
payoffs

G&F1 11/24/2003 PF NCCU 22 21 $329 

G&F2 12/10/2003 Econ NCCU 22 22 $368 

NoG1 11/19/2003 Econ NTU 22 21 $365 

NoG2 12/10/2003 Econ NCCU 22 22 $369 

NoF1 11/19/2003 Econ NTU 22 22 $362 

NoF2 11/24/2003 PF NCCU 20 18 $370 

NoG&NoF1 11/19/2003 Econ NTU 20 20 $389 

NoG&NoF2 11/24/2003 PF NCCU 20 20 $362 
 

 

Table 2. The Results of Two-Sided Mann-Whitney Rank-Sum Tests 

Treatments Round 1 
(group data) 

Rounds 
1-10 

Rounds 
11-15 

Rounds 
1-15 Round 15 

NoG 
G&F 

W = 428.5 
p = 0.5705 

W = 372.5
p = 0.0482

W = 335 
p = 0.0035

W = 350 
p = 0.0110 

W = 330 
p = 0.0021 

NoF 
G&F 

W = 418 
p = 0.7442 

W = 394 
p = 0.3295

W = 405 
p = 0.4982

W = 397 
p = 0.3714 

W = 409 
p = 0.5635 

NoG&NoF 
NoG 

W = 425.5 
p = 0.6948 

W = 443 
p = 0.9688

W = 444 
p = 0.9476

W = 437 
p = 0.9272 

W = 638 
p = 0.8472 

NoG&NoF 
NoF 

W = 358 
p = 0.5449 

W = 331 
p = 0.1729

W = 279 
p = 0.0047

W = 306 
p = 0.0389 

W = 260 
p = 0.0007 
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Figure 1. Contribution Rate Per Round
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